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       Germaine Kruip Solo Presentation at Independent Brussels 19-23 April 2017 The Approach is pleased to announce Germaine Kruip’s solo presentation at Independent Brussels. The curated stand provides an in-depth experience for new and existing audiences of the artist's ongoing concerns with perception, time, geometry and ritual. A tall and slender column made of modular components structures the exhibition space. Most recently installed at the medieval church Oude Kerk in Amsterdam, the column assumes site-specific qualities in different architectural contexts. While its faceted surfaces of polished white marble reference minimalist sculpture, the work has a distinct ritual and totemic quality. The sequence of mirrors set in wooden bases from the Kannadi series are of a more hand-crafted quality. Not intended for use as a mirror, the Kannadis are ritual objects produced by a single extended family in Aranmula in the Pathanamthitta district of Kerala. The origins of the Aranmula kannadi are linked with the Aranmula Parthasarathy Temple. The exact metals used in the alloy are maintained as a zealously guarded family secret; Legend has it that centuries ago, eight families of experts in temple arts and crafts were brought by the royal chief to Aranmula to develop the mirrors for the temple. Kruip’s formal intervention into the procedural customs of the craft is her commissioning of different geometrical shapes, drawing a comparison between the process of abstraction inherent in ritualised practices of making. Two large marble slabs lean against the wall, creating both the impression of a pictorial surface and an architectural feature, such as a portal. A cross-section of Carrara marble, opened up like two pages of a book and placed next to one another, has been polished to reveal its dramatic natural markings. The abstract pattern is mirrored across both slabs. This surface becomes a space to project ideas onto, which may reveal more about the beholder than about the object of contemplation, in a similar fashion to a Rorschach test. Kennedy consists of two photographs taken by the artist's father of a 1960s TV screen on which the late American President John F. Kennedy is pictured giving his last speech. Whilst the president addressed the nation on ‘live’ television, radio broadcast already announced he had been shot. Kruip's father's gesture of photographing the TV set reveals his recognition that this would be the last moment he would see the ‘live’ president, and yet, different temporalities overlapped in that instant. Drop is an innovative optical device that enlarges and projects the image of a falling drop of water in motion. The installation is inspired by Kruip's research into the work of Harold Edgerton, a scientist best known for his involvement in the development of strobe lighting and its use in capturing imperceptible moments on film, such as a bullet piercing an apple. In Drop the projector doubles up as a camera to make the individual ‘live’ moments of falling water visible to the human eye. Whilst actually producing 60 images of drops per second, the illusion perceived by the viewer is that of a single floating drop. This custom-designed device explores the illusory quality of the moving image in film - which is in fact made of still images projected in sequence - that the human mind perceives as fluid sequences. A polished brass rhombus (a geometrical shape consisting of two joined triangles, forming a diamond) is suspended from the ceiling, reflecting the theme of symmetry, mirroring and doubling that is apparent throughout Kruip’s presentation. The sculptural piece is at the same time a musical instrument that can be played with a metal beater in a similar fashion to a triangle. Rhombus was manufactured by Thein Brass especially for Kruip. The approach | 1st Floor 47 Approach Road Bethnal Green London E2 9LY | Tel: +44 (0) 20 8983 3878 | www.theapproach.co.uk Thein-Brass was founded in 1974 by brothers Heinrich and Max Thein, members a large musician family that has upheld a tradition of instrument making for several hundred years. In 1971, the brothers began designing, developing and building fine brass blowing and percussion instruments, developing a complete sheet metal collection from piccolo trumpet to the tuba, all custom instruments and often adapted to the player personally. Rhombus will be played by Gerrit Nulens of the Brussels-based contemporary music ensemble Ictus on the opening day of Independent. Germaine Kruip (b. 1970, Castricum, the Netherlands) lives and works in Brussels. Since moving from theatre to the art world in the early 2000s, Kruip has been pursuing several lines of thought and work: her interest in ephemerality and where it condenses briefly into a physical or visual moment; in scenography of uncontrollable or ungraspable phenomena, such as the ever-changing daylight and the passage of time; in ritual and performance as abstracted moments of everyday life; in historical and art historical examples of attempts to reach abstraction by means of geometry – and finally in the desires, theories and ideologies that underlie these attempts. The language of simple geometrical forms, such as circles or squares has deep roots in the histories of ideas, science, religion and art. Kruip employs these shapes in order to explore the relationship between art and ritual in repetitive gestures, which aim to subtly alter perception. By emphasising the gestural and physical origins of abstractions, she questions whether an absolute abstraction could ever be possible at all. Recent solo exhibitions include: Geometry of the Scattering, Oude Kerk, Amsterdam, The Netherlands (2015); A Room, 4 Minutes, Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; To The Magician's Mind, G262 Sofie Van De Velde, Antwerp, Belgium (2015); Geometric Exercises, Parra & Romero, Madrid, Spain (2013); A possibility of an abstraction, The Approach, London, UK (2013); Eye Trap/Metropole Orkest/IFFR, one- day performance 3rd February, Rotterdam (2012); A Room, 24 Hours II, The Approach, London (2010); Only the title remains, Museum De Paviljoens, Almere, The Netherlands (2009-2010); Aesthetics as a way of survival, Kunstverein für die Rheinlande und Westfalen, Düsseldorf, Germany (2009). Recent performances include: A Possibility of an Abstraction, Kaaitheater, Brussels (2016); Rotterdamse Schouwburg, Art Rotterdam, Netherlands (2017); Performatik 2015, Brussels, Belgium; Le Mouvement: Performing in the City, 12th Swiss Sculpture Exhibition, Biel, Switzerland; A Possibility of An Abstraction, Experimental Media and performing Arts Center, Troy, USA; A Possibility of an Abstraction: Square Dance, Holland Festival and Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, The Netherlands (all 2014). For further information or images please contact Antonio de la Hera at antonio@theapproach.co.uk The approach | 1st Floor 47 Approach Road Bethnal Green London E2 9LY | Tel: +44 (0) 20 8983 3878 | www.theapproach.co.uk 
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